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The "slash six" models departed from the earlier "slash five" slightly. First, the smallest
displacement changed from cc to cc. A sport model was offered, as were disc brakes front only
for the first time. Additionally, the tank design was changed to remove the chrome trim panels
rubber knee pads were added instead , and the gauge pod was moved from the headlight
housing to its own assembly over the housing. The engine is built around a one-piece tunnel
crank-case. The camshaft is driven by a duplex chain and is located below the crankshaft.
Valves are actuated by the camshaft through hardened followers, push rods, and rocker arms.
The same base engine was used for these motorcycles. Final drive is by shaft, running from the
transmission by universal joint to an oil bath within the right rear swing arm and connecting to a
bevel gear and ring gear on the other end. This article does not cite any sources. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Gross vehicle weight rating. For the second half of the model year,
BMW lengthened the rear swingarm 2. This enabled a larger battery, while retaining the kick
starter. During this period, BMW manufactured its ,th. The rectangular tank was dropped. The
engine is built around a one-piece tunnel crank-case. This reversed arrangement improves
ground clearance for the same center of gravity and assists lubrication of the camshaft. Valves
are actuated by the camshaft through hardened followers, push rods, and rocker arms. Final
drive is by shaft, running from the transmission by universal joint to an oil bath within the right
rear swing arm and connecting to a bevel gear and ring gear on the other end. This section may
have been copied and pasted from another location, possibly in violation of Wikipedia's
copyright policy. Please review the source and remedy this by editing this article to remove any
non-free copyrighted content and attributing free content correctly, or flagging the content for
deletion. Please be sure that the supposed source of the copyright violation is not itself a
Wikipedia mirror. February Archived from the original on Retrieved MotorBooks International.
Motorcycle Classics. Archived from the original on 8 November Berlin , Germany. Gross Weight
Rating. BMW 's motorcycle history began in when the company commenced manufacturing
engines for other companies. Motorcycle manufacturing now operates under the BMW Motorrad
brand. With the Armistice, the Treaty of Versailles banned the German air force and the
manufacture of aircraft in Germany, so the company turned to making air brakes, industrial
engines, agricultural machinery, toolboxes and office furniture and then to motorcycles and
cars. Designed by Max Friz for use as a portable industrial engine, the M2B15 was largely used
by motorcycle manufacturers, notably Victoria of Nuremberg , and Bayerische Flugzeugwerke in
their Helios motorcycle. BMW merged with Bayerische Flugzeugwerke in , inheriting from them
the Helios motorcycle and a small two-stroke motorized bicycle called the Flink. At a time when
many motorcycle manufacturers used total-loss oiling systems, the new BMW engine featured a
recirculating wet sump oiling system with a drip feed to roller bearings. This system was used
by BMW until , when they adopted the "high-pressure oil" system based on shell bearings and
tight clearances, still in use today. The R32 became the foundation for all future boxer-powered
BMW motorcycles. BMW oriented the boxer engine with the cylinder heads projecting out on
each side for cooling as did the earlier British ABC. Other motorcycle manufacturers, including
Douglas and Harley-Davidson , aligned the cylinders with the frame, one cylinder facing towards
the front wheel and the other towards the back wheel. The R32 also incorporated shaft drive.
BMW has continued to use shaft drive on its motorcycles and did not produce a chain driven
model until the introduction of the F in During World War II the Wehrmacht needed as many
vehicles as it could get of all types and many other German companies were asked to build
motorcycles. Motorcycles of every style had performed acceptably well in Europe, but in the
desert the protruding cylinders of the flat-twin engine performed better than other
configurations which overheated in the sun, and shaft drives performed better than chain-drives
which were damaged by desert grit. So successful were the BMWs as war-machines that the U.
Tank roundel with Serif typeface. Its plant outside of Munich was destroyed by Allied bombing.
The Eisenach facility while badly damaged was not totally destroyed and tooling and machinery
was safely stored nearby. After the war the terms of Germany's surrender forbade BMW from
manufacturing motorcycles. When the ban on the production of motorcycles was lifted in Allied
controlled Western Germany, BMW had to start from scratch. There were no plans, blueprints,
or schematic drawings because they were all in Eisenach. Company engineers had to use
surviving pre-war motorcycles to copy the bikes. In , BMW produced 9, units and by production
surpassed 17, units. All these models came with plunger rear suspensions , telescopic front
forks, and chromed, exposed drive shafts. Except for the R68, all these twins came with
"bell-bottom" front fenders and front stands. The situation was very different in
Soviet-controlled Eastern Germany where BMW's sole motorcycle plant in Eisenach was
producing R35 and a handful of R75 motorcycles for reparations. This resulted in one BMW
motorcycle plant existing in Eisenach between and and two motorcycle companies existing

between and Eventually in As the s progressed, motorcycle sales plummeted. In , three of
BMW's major German competitors went out of business. In , BMW produced 30, motorcycles.
By , that number was less than 5, In , BMW began introducing a new range of motorcycles with
Earles forks and enclosed drive shafts. Although U. Through the combination of selling off its
aircraft engine division and obtaining financing with the help of Herbert Quandt , BMW was able
to survive. The turnaround was thanks in part to the increasing success of BMW's automotive
division. Since the beginnings of its motorcycle manufacturing, BMW periodically introduced
single-cylinder models. In , BMW offered the last of these, the R Most of BMW's offerings were
still designed to be used with sidecars. By this time sidecars were no longer a consideration of
most riders; people were interested in sportier motorcycles. On these motorcycles, there were
no sidecar lugs attached to the frame and the front forks were telescopic forks , which were
later used worldwide on the slash-5 series of through Earles-fork models were sold
simultaneously in the United States as buyers had their choice of front suspensions. The
engines were a complete redesign. The roller and ball-bearings in the bottom end had been
replaced by shell-type journal bearings similar to those used in modern car engines. The
camshaft, which had been at the top of the engine, was placed under the crankshaft, giving
better ground clearance under the cylinders while retaining the low centre of gravity of the
flat-twin layout. The new engine had an electric starter, although the traditional
gearbox-mounted kick starter was retained. The styling of the first models included
chrome-plated side panels and a restyled tank. This improved the handling and allowed a larger
battery to be installed. In , the kick starter was finally eliminated. The K series comes with a
simplified and distinctive rear suspension, a single-sided swingarm. In the traditionally powered
boxer R80RT touring bike received this monolever rear suspension system and in the RRT
received it. It has since become available as an option on the rest of BMW's motorcycle range.
In , BMW introduced its version of a full-fairing sport bike, the K1. It was based upon the K
engine, but now with four valves per cylinder. In , BMW ceased production of airhead 2-valve
engines and moved its boxer-engined line completely over to the 4-valve oilhead system first
introduced in At the other end of the model lineup, the C1, produced from to , was an enclosed
scooter, the only scooter to be offered for sale by BMW. Shortly after the launch of the KS,
problems were discovered with the new power plant leading to a recall until the beginning of ,
when corrective changes were put in place. All three new K-series motorcycles are based on the
new in-line four-cylinder engine, with slightly varying degrees of power. They also offer adaptive
headlights, traction control, ABS, tire pressure monitors, and a variety of sound systems. In ,
bikes with the opposed-twin-cylinder "boxer" engine were also revamped. The engine is more
powerful, and all of the motorcycles that use it are lighter than their predecessors. The first
motorcycle to be launched with this updated engine was the RGS dual-purpose motorcycle.
BMW has also paid attention to the F Series in The new motorcycles are powered by a parallel
twin engine, built by Rotax. They feature either a belt drive system, similar to the belt drive
found on the now defunct FCS, or chain drive. In October , following a nomenclature change,
BMW announced the G series of offroad style motorcycles co-developed with Aprilia. The GX, a
hard-enduro was introduced in [11] , and discontinued in In April , BMW announced its return to
competitive road racing, entering a factory team with a "Sport Boxer" version of the RS to four
hour endurance races. In , the F was redesigned, now with fuel injection, and labeled the FGS.
An off-road focused F Dakar model was also launched that year. The Scarver was different from
the FGS variants in that it utilized a belt drive system opposed to a chain, had a much lower seat
height, and was intended for on-road use. The latest version of the cc single engine fitted in the
new GGS is now produced in Berlin after 2 years production in Loncin, China. The GX contained
several technological improvements over the Japanese off road racing motorcycles but the
most unique and significant was the use of a single pivot point for the drive sprocket and the
swing arm. This unusual configuration allowed for a very tense drive chain with no slop and
eliminated acceleration squat. The former benefit saves on chain and sprocket wear and the
later allows for a more consistent drive geometry and fully available rear suspension travel
during heavy acceleration. Both motorcycles also feature a belt drive system similar to what
was in use on the FS. The R series are built around a horizontally opposed flat-twin boxer
engine. As the engine is mounted with a longitudinal crankshaft, the cylinder heads protrude
well beyond the sides of the frame. Originally, R series bikes had air-cooled heads " air heads " ,
but are now produced only with oil-cooled heads " oilheads ". The first "oilhead" cover,
introduced in model year in Europe and in the US, is upper right. The "oilhead" cover on an
RRT, with two spark plugs per cylinder, is lower left. The latest "hexhead" cover, with an
optional valve cover protector, on an RRT, is lower right. Until , although currently in use on the
KLT, the engine was longitudinally mounted , laid out on its left side with the cylinder heads on
the left and the crankshaft on the right. It is called the "Flying Brick" because of the appearance

of this layout. Sales did not meet BMW's expectations, and production ceased with the model.
The BMW K75, three-cylinder, models were produced from to The first K-series production bike
was the K , which was introduced in the The KLT was the first with the new engine
displacement. This upgraded flat four engine appeared in the KRS. This engine continued in
production for the KLT range, with a power boosting update in , until the end of the LT
production run. Cylinder bore is BMW motorcycle models are named according to a three-part
code. The first part indicates the engine type, the second the approximate engine volume with
one notable exception - the F GS, which has an engine displacement of cc [21] , and the third
the class of motorcycle e. The three parts are separated by blanks. RRT-P police "motor". Prior
to the introduction of the K series and the R series motorcycles, the letter prefix was always the
same, and the numbers were either based on displacement, as mentioned above, or were just
model numbers. Paralever is a further advance in BMW's single-sided rear suspension
technology photo right. It decouples torque reaction as the suspension compresses and
extends, avoiding the tendency to squat under braking and reducing tyre chatter on the road
surface. Revised, inverted Paralever on a RGS. In , along with the introduction of the "hexhead",
BMW inverted the Paralever and moved the torque arm from the bottom to the top of the drive
shaft housing photo right. This reduces underhang of components and tends to increase
ground clearance in right lean. It is believed [ by whom? In , BMW fitted a hydraulically damped
telescopic fork to its motorcycles. The R-series and K-series use the Telelever and the Duolever
front suspensions. Englishman Ernest Earles designed a unique triangulated fork that resists
the side-forces introduced by sidecars unlike telescopic forks. In the event, this was the year
that use of sidecars peaked and quickly fell off in most European markets e. It causes the front
end of the motorcycle to rise under braking â€” the reverse of the action of a telescopic fork.
The mechanical strength of this design sometimes proved to be a weakness to the rest of the
motorcycle, since it transfers impact pressure to the frame where damage is more difficult and
expensive to correct. The Telelever system was developed by Saxon-Motodd in Britain in the
early s. The Telelever is a unique front fork, where the shock absorber is located between and
behind the two primary tubes attached to a telelever arm. This system both lowers unsprung
weight as well as decouples wheel placement function of the forks from the shock absorption
function - eliminating brake dive and providing superior traction during hard-braking situations.
This system improves comfort and stability considerably while providing excellent and sporty
handling. In the photo to the left you can see the Telelever suspension unit. The two fork tubes
provide no damping or suspension. The front of the light gray " A-arm " can be seen reaching
forward from the side of the engine to the hidden cross brace between the fork tubes. BMW
named its new front suspension the Duolever. The official BMW Motorrad explanation of the
duolever is: [29]. The Duolever front wheel suspension is kinematically regarded as a square
joint, in which two trailing links made of forged steel are attached via rolling bearings to the
frame. These trailing links, which visually resemble a conventional fork, guide the extremely
torsionally rigid wheel carrier made of aluminium permanent mold casting. A central strut,
which adjusts the suspension and damping, is linked to the lower of the two trailing links, and
rests against the frame. A trapezoidal shear joint mounted to the control head and the wheel
carrier is coupled with the handlebar. This shear joint transmits the steering movements. Thus,
the Duolever design in contrast to the telefork does not need sliding and fixed tubes. At the
same time, it decouples the steering as well as the damping more consistently than the proven
telelever. The advantage of this front wheel suspension on the motorcycle market at present is
its torsional rigidity. Thus, any torsioning is excluded and the front wheel suspension is very
precise. The steering commands of the rider are converted directly and the feedback from the
front wheel is transparent in all driving conditions. A kinematical anti-dive effect is additionally
achieved, just as for the Telelever, due to the arrangement of the trailing link bearings. While a
conventional telefork during strong braking manoeuvres jounces heavily or locks, the Duolever
still has sufficient spring travel remaining in this situation and therefore the rider can still brake
into the corner extremely late yet directionally stable. The obstacle-avoidance manoeuvre of the
front wheel when riding over uneven surfaces can be converted with the Duolever similar to the
behaviour of a telefork. In connection with the low unsprung masses and the small breakaway
forces of the system, this results in more sensitive and comfortable response characteristics.
Admirers of vintage BMW motorcycles are growing rapidly in number. As time marches on, that
which BMW enthusiasts consider "vintage" is amended. Plunger-frame models from the s are
the next most coveted, and then "Slash-2" variants from to In recent years, the "Slash-5"
models from the to the model years have begun to join that exclusive club. Opinions as to the
treatment of vintage motorcycle varies according to their condition and their owners' tastes.
First preference tends to be for preserving the original machine if it is in reasonably good
condition. Second preference is to do limited restoration, maintaining as much of the original

fabric as possible. Third, when dealing with a machine in poor condition, is so-called frame-up
restoration. In the latter case, the motorcycle is completely disassembled and each individual
part is refurbished, and then the motorcycle is reassembled hewing as much as possible to the
original design, but sometimes using modern replacement parts, such as stainless steel, or
plating parts that were originally not plated. At the extreme end of restoration is the "concours"
restoration in which only original parts are used and work is done with an obsession for
originality in every minor detail. Unlike many other motorcycle brands, parts for vintage BMWs,
though expensive, are obtainable from sources in Germany and the United States. This wiki.
This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. BMW's first motorcycle, the R32
BMW 's motorcycle history began in when the company commenced manufacturing engines for
other companies. ISBN Retrieved on Motorcycle Classics. Retrieved on 11 November
Motorcycle News. Motorcycle News 20 July American Motorcyclist Association 20 July
Motorcycle USA. Retrieved on 22 July ISSN Hossack Design. Retrieved on 22 March BMW
Motorrad. Wikimedia Commons has media related to: BMW motorcycles. BMW motorcycles.
Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. This
section does not cite any references or sources. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unverifiable material may be challenged and removed. May The
fairing itself functions as an aerodynamic channel. This functional body style is an innovation
for the world of motorcycles and has inspired the majority of sportsbikes today. There were
three series of R90S:. The R90S sported a small but effective factory-fitted Bikini Fairing, which
held two dial instruments clock and voltmeter in addition to the normal instrument binnacle's
speedometer and tachometer. For most of the 20th century BMW earned a reputation for
building reliable, if somewhat stodgy, touring motorcycles. Higher compression pistons 9. The
S featured a sleek seat with a metal ducktail, a curvaceous bikini fairing and striking two-tone
Silver Smoke paint. A H4 headlight provided illumination. The indicator switch now operated on
the vertical plane, rather than the horizontal one used by most other manufacturers. The ignition
key is placed on the left headlight mounting point. The steering lock is mounted in the steering
headstock. Quite surprising is the compactness and narrowness when sat upon the Beemer,
what looks like a very big bike as you approach it becomes nothing more than a powerful
middleweight once sat upon it. The bars are hardly wider than your shoulders and the footrests,
off set to match the cylinder spacing, incredibly close together, around five inches further in
than anything the Japanese have to offer. This instantly endears itself to the rider as you sit
fully on the centre line of the machine making the bike feel balanced and not at all the capacity it
is. At low speed the bike is so easy to keep upright there is hardly a need for that comforting
foot down, U turns can be performed with consummate ease, feet up all the way, while sitting at
junctions and traffic lights can often be done the same way, The engine configuration helping
no end in this aspect with very little weight above mid shin height. From to , 17, R90S models
were sold. Other factory variants such as the RCS were also produced in later years, sporting
spoked wheels and black-painted square valve covers; as a sort of 'licht' derivative that was
available only in black bodywork. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account?
Start a Wiki. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter
GalaxyQuest. The motorcycle subsidiary now operates under the BMW Motorrad division. With
the Armistice, the Treaty of Versailles banned any German air force and thus need for aero
engines, so the company turned first to making air brakes, agricultural machinery, toolboxes
and office furniture. Dissatisfied with that, it eventually turned to manufacturing motorcycles.
The iconic circular blue and white BMW logo or roundel is often alleged to portray the
movement of an airplane propeller, an interpretation that BMW adopted for convenience in ,
which was actually twelve years after the roundel was created. The Rapp logo was combined
with the blue and white colors of the flag of Bavaria to produce the BMW roundel so familiar
today. Max Friz , BMW's chief designer, turned to motorcycle and car engines. Within four
weeks, he had copied the now-legendary opposing flat twin cylinder engine known today as the
"boxer" engine. This product was the second revolutionary product that Friz copied that firmly
placed BMW AG in a profitable position. The first boxer engine was the fore-and-aft M2B15 ,
based on a British Douglas design. It was manufactured by BMW in â€” but mostly used by
other motorcycle manufacturers, notably Victoria of Nuremberg. BMW also developed and
manufactured a small 2-stroke motorcycle called the Flink for a short time. In the first "across
the frame" version of the boxer engine was designed. At a time when many motorcycle
manufacturers used a total-loss oiling systems, the new BMW engine featured a recirculating
wet sump oiling system. However, it was not a "high-pressure oil" system based on shell
bearings and tight clearances, but a drip feed to roller bearings. This system was used by BMW
until The R32 became the foundation for all future boxer powered BMW motorcycles. BMW
oriented the boxer engine with the cylinder heads projecting out on each side for cooling as did

the earlier British ABC. Other motorcycle manufacturers aligned the cylinders with the frame,
one cylinder facing towards the front wheel and the other towards the back wheel. For example,
Harley Davidson introduced the Model W, a flat twin oriented fore and aft design, in and built
them until The R32 also incorporated shaft drive. BMW continued to use shaft drives in all of its
motorcycles until the introduction of the F in The F series, and later the F series when
introduced in , featured either a chain drive or a belt drive system, both of which were a radical
departure from BMW tradition. Henne died at the age of in At the beginning of the war, the
German army needed as many vehicles as it could get of all types. Although motorcycles of
every style performed acceptably well in Europe, in the desert the protruding cylinders of the
flat-twin engine and shaft drive performed better than vertical and V-twin engines, which
overheated in the hot air, and chain-drives, which were damaged by desert sand. Its plant
outside of Munich was destroyed by Allied bombing. The Eisenach facility was not. It was not
dismantled by the Soviets as reparations and sent it back to the Soviet Union where it was
reassembled in Irbit to make IMZ-Ural motorcycles as is commonly alleged. After the war the
terms of Germany's surrender forbade BMW from manufacturing motorcycles. When the ban on
the production of motorcycles was lifted in Allied controlled Western Germany, BMW had to
start from scratch. There were no plans, blueprints, or schematic drawings because they were
all in Eisenach. Company engineers had to use surviving pre-war motorcycles to copy the
bikes. In , BMW produced 9, units and by production surpassed 17, units. The situation was
very different in Soviet-controlled Eastern Germany where BMW's sole motorcycle plant in
Eisenach was producing R35 and a handful of R 75 motorcycles for reparations. This resulted in
one BMW motorcycle plant existing in Eisenach between and and two motorcycle companies
existing between and Eventually in It is possible to find find restored R35 motorcycles today
parts of which are EMW and parts of which are BMW as many parts are interchangeable, making
authentic identification quite difficult because all BMW R35 motorcycles were produced in
Eisenach until when they became EMW. As the s progressed, motorcycle sales plummeted. In ,
three of BMW's major German competitors went out of business. In , BMW produced 30,
motorcycles. By , that number was less than 5, Although U. Through the combination of selling
off its aircraft engine division and obtaining financing with the help of Herbert Quandt , BMW
was able to survive. The turnaround was thanks in part to the increasing success of BMW's
automotive division. Since the beginnings of its motorcycle manufacturing, BMW periodically
introduced single-cylinder models. Most of BMW's offerings were still designed to be used with
sidecars. By this time sidecars were no longer a consideration of most riders; people were
interested in sportier motorcycles. The engines were a complete redesign from the older
models, producing more power and including electric starting although the kick-starting feature
was still included. Today these rare models command high prices in the collector marketplace.
Later BMW model types such as K-bikes on and oilheads on included technical innovations that
made them more complicated though many owners still elect to service them personally. It was
assumed that this new engine would not only be the basis for a new models, but would replace
the aging boxer flat twin engine. However, demand for the boxer did not wane with the
introduction of this new engine and associated models. And the demand of the new engine
models was much less than BMW anticipated. Therefore, BMW continued to produce boxer
models. The RRT, boxer powered sport touring bike with a monolever rear suspension was
reintroduced in BMW introduced rear suspension on the K bikes, a double-joined, single-sided
swingarm. First thought to be an oddity, it has proven to be an important addition to touring
motorcycles, is used on numerous BMW models, and has been copied for use on motorcycles
by Honda, Moto Guzzi, Kawasaki, and Yamaha, and even on some high-end scooters. It has
since spread across nearly all of BMW's shaft-driven motorcycles and even some of its Rotax
powered motorcycles. In , BMW introduced its version of a full-fairing sport bike, the K1. In
BMW ceased production of airhead 2-valve engines and moved its boxer engined line
completely over to the newer 4-valve oilhead which were first introduced in All three new
K-Series motorcycles are based on the new in-line four-cylinder engine, with slightly varying
degrees of power. In , bikes with the opposed-twin cylinder "boxer" engine were also revamped.
The motor itself is more powerful, and all of the motorcycles that use it are lighter. BMW has
also paid attention to the F Series in The new motorcycles are powered by a parallel twin
engine, built by Rotax. In July it was announced that BMW had signed a contract to acquire the
Husqvarna motorcycle brand, including its production facilities and staff, from Italian
manufacturer MV Agusta. The R series are built around a two piston, horizontally opposed
flat-twin boxer engine. As the engine is mounted with a longitudinal crankshaft, the cylinder
heads protrude well beyond the sides of the frame, making the R series motorcycles visually
distinctive. Originally, R series bikes had air-cooled heads " air heads " , but are now produced
only with oil-cooled heads " oilheads " and "hexheads". The first "oilhead" cover, introduced in

model year in Europe and in the US, is upper right. Until although currently in use on the K LT ,
the engine was longitudinal , laid out on its left side with the cylinder heads on the left and the
crankshaft on the right. It had the Bosch Motronic fuel injection system. Initially it cost 20, DM.
Only 6, were produced. BMW motorcycles are named according to a three-part code made up of
the engine type, approximate engine volume, and styling information e. The three parts are
separated by blanks. Prior to the introduction of the K series and the R series motorcycles, the
letter prefix was always the same, and the numbers were either based on displacement, as
mentioned above, or were just model numbers. BMW has used a number of patented
technologies for different types of motorcycle suspension. Paralever is BMW's rear suspension
technology photo right that allows the drive shaft to pivot along the same axis as the sprung
rear frame due to the addition of second link between the rear drive and transmission. Regular
motorcycle suspensions tends to squat under braking, Paralever rear suspension decouples
this torque reaction. Starting with the "hexhead" BMW motorcycles in model year , BMW
inverted the Paralever by moving the torque arm from the bottom to the top of the drive shaft
housing photo right in order to improve ground clearance in a right lean. It is believed [ by
whom? Other motorcycle manufacturers use a system similar to this one developed by Arturo
Magni for MV Agusta. In BMW became the first manufacturer to fit a hydraulically damped
telescopic fork to its motorcycles. Nimbus of Denmark had been fitting telescopic forks since ,
but its version was undamped until The R-series and K-series use the Telelever and the
Duolever front suspensions. Englishman Ernest Earles designed a unique triangulated fork to
accommodate sidecars. BMW fitted the Earles fork to all models from to , even though most
examples were sold for solo use. The Earles fork causes the front end of a motorcycle to rise
when braking hard â€” the reverse of the action of a telescopic fork. The Telelever system was
developed by Saxon-Motodd in Britain in the early s. The Telelever is a unique front fork, where
the shock absorber is located between and behind the two primary tubes attached to a telelever
arm. This system both lowers unsprung weight as well as decouples wheel placement function
of the forks from the shock absorption function - eliminating brake dive and providing superior
traction during hard-braking situations. This system improves comfort and stability
considerably while providing excellent and sporty handling. In the photo to the left you can see
the Telelever suspension unit. The two fork tubes provide no damping or suspension. The front
of the light gray " A-arm " can be seen reaching forward from the side of the engine to the
hidden cross brace between the fork tubes. BMW recognised this fact but paid Hossack no
royalties. BMW named its new front suspension the Duolever. The official BMW Motorrad
explanation of the duolever is [20] :. The Duolever front wheel suspension is kinematically
regarded as a square joint, in which two trailing links made of forged steel are attached via
rolling bearings to the frame. These trailing links, which visually resemble a conventional fork,
guide the extremely torsionally rigid wheel carrier made of aluminium permanent mold casting.
A central strut, which adjusts the suspension and damping, is linked to the lower of the two
trailing links, and rests against the frame. A trapezoidal shear joint mounted to the control head
and the wheel carrier is coupled with the handlebar. This shear joint transmits the steering
movements. Thus, the Duolever design in contrast to the telefork does not need sliding and
fixed tubes. At the same time, it decouples the steering as well as the damping more
consistently than the proven telelever. The advantage of this front wheel suspension on the
motorcycle market at present is its torsional rigidity. Thus, any torsioning is excluded and the
front wheel suspension is very precise. The steering commands of the rider are converted
directly and the feedback from the front wheel is transparent in all driving conditions. A
kinematical anti-dive effect is additionally achieved, just as for the Telelever, due to the
arrangement of the trailing link bearings. While a conventional telefork during strong braking
manoeuvres jounces heavily or locks, the Duolever still has sufficient spring travel remaining in
this situation and therefore the rider can still brake into the corner extremely late yet
directionally stable. The obstacle-avoidance manoeuvre of the front wheel when riding over
uneven surfaces can be converted with the Duolever similar to the behaviour of a telefork. In
connection with the low unsprung masses and the small breakaway forces of the system, this
results in more sensitive and comfortable response characteristics. Admirers of vintage BMW
motorcycles are growing rapidly in number. As time marches on, that which BMW enthusiasts
consider "vintage" is amended, much as a trailer follows behind a car. Plunger-frame models
from the s are the next most coveted, and then "Slash-2" variants from In recent years, the
"Slash-5" models from the to the model years have begun to join that exclusive club. Opinions
as to the treatment of vintage motorcycle varies according to their condition and their owners'
tastes. First preference tends to be for preserving the original machine if it is in reasonably
good condition. Second preference is to do limited restoration, maintaining as much of the
original fabric as possible. Third, when dealing with a machine in poor condition, is so-called

frame-up restoration. In the latter case, the motorcycle is completely disassembled and each
individual part is refurbished, and then the motorcycle is reassembled hewing as much as
possible to the original design, but sometimes using modern replacement parts, such as
stainless steel, or plating parts that were originally not plated. At the extreme end of restoration
is the "concours" restoration in which only original parts are used and work is done with an
obsession for originality in every minor detail. Unlike many other motorcycle brands, parts for
vintage BMWs, though expensive, are obtainable from sources in Germany and the United
States. The BMW C1 was an enclosed feet forwards motorcycle or scooter produced from in cc
and cc versions. Error creating thumbnail: File missing. Main article: BMW C1. Retrieved on
Motorcycle News. American Motorcyclist Association. Categories : Cite web templates using
unusual accessdate parameters Articles needing additional references from March Articles with
invalid date parameter in template Articles with specifically-marked weasel-worded phrases
BMW. Navigation menu Personal tools Log in. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read View
source View history. Navigation Main page Recent changes Random page Help. This page was
last edited on 26 February , at This section does not cite any references or sources. Please help
improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unverifiable material may be
challenged and removed. March BMW began as an airplane engine manufacturer. But after
World War I , the Treaty of Versailles banned any German air force, so the company turned to
motorcycle engine design and manufacturing. In , BMW introduced the first motorcycle under
its name, the R Since then, it has moved to become a successful manufacturer of refined
motorcycles. This article covers shaft-driven BMW motorcycles from to the present. BMW's
recently developed chain-driven and belt-driven motorcycles will be covered in one or more
separate articles. Initially this company designed and manufactured airplane engines. Its new
logo grew out of the older Rapp logo but used Bavaria's blue and white colors. After the logo
was associated with a spinning propeller as a marketing tool. At the end of World War I, with the
signing of the Treaty of Versailles, Germany was forbidden to manufacture airplanes.
Reluctantly Max Friz, BMW's head designer, turned to motorcycle and automobile engines to
sustain the company. Friz designed the now-legendary opposed, flat twin cylinder engine
known today as the "boxer" engine. The first "boxer" engine, M2B15 , was based on a British
Douglas design. It was manufactured by BMW but mostly used in other brands of motorcycles,
notably Victoria of Nuremberg. BMW also developed and manufactured a small 2-stroke
motorcycle called the Flink, which was not successful. However with the development of its first
light alloy cylinder head, a second more successful version of the boxer engine evolved. In , the
first BMW branded motorcycle, the R32 [2] , was produced. Using the new aluminium alloy
cylinders, Friz designed a cc engine with 8. The new engine featured a recirculating wet-sump
oiling system that was advanced for Most motorcycle manufacturers used a total-loss oiling
system in BMW used this type of recirculating oiling system until The R32 became the
foundation for all future boxer powered BMW motorcycles. BMW oriented the boxer engine with
the cylinder heads projecting out on each side for cooling. The R32 also incorporated a shaft
drive. BMW continued to use shaft drives in all of its opposed-twin motorcycles until the
present. In , BMW introduced the world's first production motorcycle to use oil-damped
telescopic forks. So Harley copied the BMW engine and transmission â€” simply converting
metric measurements to inches â€” and produced the shaft-drive cc Harley-Davidson XA [4]. Its
plant outside of Munich was destroyed by allied bombing. It is commonly alleged that an entire
assembly line in the Eisenach facility was dismantled by the Soviets as reparations and sent it
back to the Soviet Union where it was reassembled in Irbit to make Ural motorcycles. After the
war the terms of Germany's surrender forbade BMW from manufacturing motorcycles. When the
ban on the production of motorcycles was lifted in Allied controlled Western Germany, BMW
had to start from scratch. There were no plans, blueprints, or schematic drawings. Company
engineers had to use surviving prewar motorcycles to create new plans. In , BMW produced 9,
units and by production surpassed 17, units. The situation was somewhat different in
Soviet-controlled Eastern Germany where the Eisenach plant was producing R35 and a handful
of R75 motorcycles for reparations. In , BMW introduced its first postwar sporting motorcycle,
the R Only 1, R68s were made, making it the rarest postwar BMW motorcycle. It has a cc single
cam engine with 8. The carburetor venturi throat sizes were 26 mm. Although U. Through the
combination of selling off its aircraft engine division and obtaining financing with the help of
Herbert Quandt, BMW was able to survive. The turnaround was thanks in part to the increasing
success of BMW's automotive division. Since the beginnings of its motorcycle manufacturing,
BMW periodically introduced single-cylinder models. Most of BMW's offerings were still
designed to be used with sidecars. By this time sidecars were no longer a consideration of most
riders; people were interested in sportier motorcycles. The engines were a complete redesign
from the older models, producing more power and including electric starting although the

kick-starting feature was still included. The R90S immediately earned the well deserved title of
the best supersport machine available. These were the first liter size 1, cc machines produced
by BMW. In the R60 was replaced with the cc R With its frame design and a variant, the R65LS,
to include entry level models to the lineup. In early , BMW introduced a cc, in-line four-cylinder,
water-cooled engine to the European market, the K In , those models were introduced to the U. It
was assumed that this new engine would not only be the basis for a new models, but would
replace the aging boxer flat twin engine. However, demand for the boxer did not wane with the
introduction of this new engine and associated models. And the demand of the new engine
models was much less than BMW anticipated. Therefore, BMW continued to produce and
improve its boxer models. In BMW produced a cc, three-cylinder version of the new
four-cylinder water cooled engine. The cc had a balance shaft and was smoother. The RRT, a
boxer powered touring bike with a monolever rear suspension, was reintroduced in BMW
introduced a new rear suspension on the K bikes, a double-joined, single-sided swingarm. In ,
BMW introduced its version of a full-fairing sport bike, the K1. It was based upon the K engine,
with four valves per cylinder. Output was near bhp 75 kW. In BMW ceased production of airhead
2-valve engines and moved its boxer engined line completely over to the newer 4-valve oilhead,
which was introduced in During this period, BMW introduced cc belt- and chain-driven
motorcycles denoted with the series prefix "F", which are covered in a separate article. Each of
the last few years , , appear to be banner years for BMW. On 25 September , BMW globally
launched a radically redesigned K Series motorcycle, the KS, containing an all new in-line
four-cylinder, liquid-cooled engine featuring kilowatts bhp. All three new K-Series motorcycles
are based on the new in-line four-cylinder engine, with varying degrees of power. In , bikes with
the opposed-twin cylinder "boxer" engine were also revamped. The new boxer displacement is
just under cc, and is affectionately referred to a "hexhead" because of the shape of the engine's
valve covers. The motor itself is more powerful, and all of the motorcycles that use it are lighter.
The first motorcycle to be launched with this updated engine was the RGS dual-purpose
motorcycle. In , BMW launched the RS, which is rated at 90 kW hp at 8, rpm â€” the most
powerful boxer engine to date. The R series engines are built around a two piston, horizontally
opposed flat-twin so-called "boxer" engine. As the engine is mounted with a longitudinal
crankshaft, the cylinder heads protrude well beyond the sides of the frame, making the R series
motorcycles are quite distinctive visually and providing excellent cylinder cooling in the
airstream. From until a new design started to be introduced for the model year, BMW engines
were air-cooled "airhead" OHV engines with two valves per cylinder operated by long pushrods
from central camshafts. The new engine, the so-called "oilhead" engine, introduced four valves
per cylinder for improved power and breathing and short, high pushrods. The latter design was
chosen to keep engine width narrower than had BMW chosen to use conventional overhead
camshafts. How do you tell the different BMW valve covers "heads" since apart? The first
"oilhead" cover, introduced in model year , is upper right. The only "oilhead" cover on an RRT,
with two sparkplugs per cylinder, is lower left. The latest "hexhead" cover, with an optional
valve cover protector, on an RRT, is lower right. The K series are built around liquid cooled,
inline engines with three K75 or four K, K, K cylinders. Originally the engine was longitudinal:
the crankshaft is in line with the direction of motion. Also, the cylinders are banked over,
parallel to the ground. In BMW increased the size again to cc. This upgraded flat four engine
appeared in the KRS. The KGT was equipped with hard side cases, larger windshield with
electric height adjustment, and a larger fairing. In BMW introduced a new K engine is smaller
and is oriented with the crankshaft at 90 degrees to the frame. The new K engine has a
significant increase in power â€” kW hp. Paralever is BMW's rear suspension technology photo
left that allows the drive shaft to pivot along the same axis as the sprung rear frame due to the
addition of second link between the rear drive and transmission. The benefit of the Paralever
rear suspension technology is the reduction of the phenomenon known as "shaft jacking,"
wherein the rear of the motorcycle would lift up under heavy braking and sink downward under
heavy acceleration. Starting with the "hexhead" BMW motorcycles in model year , BMW inverted
the Paralever by moving the torque arm from the bottom to the top of the drive shaft housing in
order to increase ground clearance in a right turn. The term Paralever was developed due to the
parallelogram shape made by the four items making up the rear suspension. Just as BMW, in
the s, was the first manufacturer to put into production oil-dampened telescopic forks, it has
continued to be innovative in designing front suspensions for its motorcycles. From to , BMW
used a unique fork that was designed to accommodate sidecars, even though most of its
motorcycles were sold as solo bikes. Designed by Englishman Ernest Earles, this triangulated
fork actually caused the front end of a motorcycle to rise when braking hard â€” the reverse of
the action of a telescopic fork. The Telelever system was developed by Saxon-Motodd in Britain
in the early s. It is a unique front fork design in which the shock absorber is located between

and behind the two primary tubes attached to a telelever arm. This system both lowers
unsprung weight as well as decouples wheel placement function of the forks from the shock
absorption function - eliminating brake dive and providing superior traction during hard-braking
situations. This system improves comfort and stability considerably while providing excellent
and sporty handling. In the accompanying photo one can see the Telelever suspension unit. The
two fork tubes provide no damping or suspension. The front of the light gray "A-arm" can be
seen reaching forward from the frame on the left to the cross brace between the fork tubes. It
incorporated a front suspension that appears to be based upon a design by Norman Hossack.
BMW recognised this fact but no royalties were paid to Hossack. A lack of interest and money
saw the end of the project in Britain. BMW named its new front suspension the Duolever. The
official and extensive BMW Motorrad explanation of the duolever can be read here. In , BMW
was the largest seller of motorcycles for authority use, as more than 70, BMW motorcycles were
in official use in over countries on five continents. In the U. A number of police forces who
previously used the Honda ST Pan European are now evaluating the RRT following a number of
high profile accidents. Admirers of vintage BMW motorcycles are growing rapidly in number. As
time marches on, that which BMW enthusiasts consider "vintage" is amended, much as a trailer
follows behind a car. Plunger-frame models from the s are the next most coveted, and then
"Slash-2" variants from In recent years, the "Slash-5" models from the to the model years have
begun to join that exclusive club. After the war, they took equipment from BMW factories as part
of their reparations. As a result, a number of companies in Com
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munist countries have been making motorcycles to what are basically BMW designs for
decades. Nearly all these machines are cc bikes and have sidecars. Many use side-valve
engines resembling the R71; others have overhead valves. Many are used by the police or
military of the manufacturing countries, but some are privately owned and some are exported.
They are fairly popular with travellers in China and Wikitravel has a discussion of them from
that point of view. Some of the Soviet military bikes, built by Dnepr, had two-wheel drive a shaft
delivered power to the sidecar wheel and very high ground clearance to cope with difficult
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